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Executive Summary

In 2019, the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) published a report examining global data to identify steps the international community could take to reduce intentional homicidal violence in accordance with Sustainable Development Goal 16. UNODC’s study stated that the Americas experienced the highest levels of intentional homicides per 100,000 population in the world, with El Salvador and Honduras at the top at 62.1 and 41.7 respectively, and with Mexico at 25.7.

Many entities have sought to devise and implement programs to reduce the widespread violence in the Northern Triangle and Mexico. This report looks closely at three prominent U.S. based models that have contributed to significant reductions in violence in the United States’ localities where applied to see if they help produce similar results in these countries. The report concludes that the three models - cognitive behavioral therapy, the community approach, and the integrated approach - have either (1) been shown to make similar reductions in violence in their implementation sites in Mexico and/or the Northern Triangle, or (2) they have demonstrated the potential to make significant reductions in violence in Mexico and/or the Northern Triangle with sustained implementation.

The report concludes that the three models - cognitive behavioral therapy, the community approach, and the integrated approach - have either (1) been shown to make similar reductions in violence in their implementation sites in Mexico and/or the Northern Triangle, or (2) they have demonstrated the potential to make significant reductions in violence in Mexico and/or the Northern Triangle with sustained implementation. It is important to note that these claims are based on the available information and that additional data is needed to make stronger claims about the model’s effectiveness in Mexico and the Northern Triangle. The cognitive behavioral therapy and community approach models address violence broadly, which can include collective violence, while the integrated approach specifically addresses collective violence. This report focuses on the challenge of addressing collective violence.

To identify successful initiatives and gather data, the authors interviewed academics, law enforcement officials, public servants, community leaders, faith-based leadership, program participants, and others, under the direction of Ambassador Earl Anthony Wayne (ret.) and with guidance from Director Ricardo Zúñiga. They consulted government reports, promotional materials, and scholarly literature as well. Based on the available data, research, and interviews conducted, the authors have identified the following key takeaways from successful implementations discussed in Mexico and the Northern Triangle:

(1) The Importance of Trust: For success, two models covered in this report depend on the pre-existing trust that local organizations and entities have established within the community. In San Pedro Sula, Honduras, Cure Violence partnered with a local church, which had intimate knowledge of the community. Ceasefire Mexico City was led by the government of Mexico City with technical assistance from advisors of the U.S. based models. Distinct from Cure Violence and Ceasefire, Glasswing International and Catholic
Relief Services built organic trust by capitalizing on facilitators’ and youth guides’ abilities to connect with participants.

(2) **Addressing Implementation Settings:** To find success in Mexico and countries in the Northern Triangle, all organizations had to adjust implementation by making important changes to the model as it had been applied in the United States. The implementation modifications reflect different community relations with law enforcement, workforce demographics, and accessibility to various governmental bureaucratic systems. The report discusses the adaptations and modifications to local circumstances in some detail.

This report concludes that the implementation of U.S. based anti-violence models in Mexico and the Northern Triangle provide critical lessons for future implementation in other regional contexts, and further programming in other international settings as well as in certain U.S. locations. The authors also believe that further research in the perspectives of program participants and continued sustained funding for anti-violence organizations will yield more positive results in the region and in this field.
Introduction

The high rate of “generalized violence” observed in Mexico and countries in the Northern Triangle\textsuperscript{6} poses a risk to human security and citizen health, with the lack of health defined as, “not experiencing peace within the family, community, and country.”\textsuperscript{7} Preventing and decreasing violence in Mexico and the Northern Triangle is thus critical for citizen welfare. Local governments, law enforcement agencies, community organizations, and foreign entities have sought to address the widespread violence by enacting legislation, programs, and instituting transformative practices. This report specifically examines previously identified, successful U.S. based anti-violence models that have been implemented or are being implemented in the context of Mexico and the Northern Triangle. The models include (1) cognitive behavior therapy, (2) the community approach, and (3) the integrated approach.

This report identifies several changes to the U.S. based models that are required for the successful implementation to a Mexican and Northern Triangle context. The authors are not evaluating the success of the selected U.S. based anti-violence models, but rather providing information on the implementation strategies employed in the three countries. While many of the U.S. based anti-violence models address violence broadly, this report will examine their applicability to collective violence. The authors will use the World Health Organization’s definition of collective violence: “the instrumental use of violence by people who identify themselves as members of a group.”\textsuperscript{8} This report will not focus on drug cartels or state-sanctioned violence, but rather what is often called “gang violence.”\textsuperscript{9}

The authors would like to address the limitations of this report as well: (1) we are not international development specialists, nor have we worked in implementing any of the mentioned anti-violence programs; (2) accurate data and information is limited and not always accessible in the operational areas in Mexico and the Northern Triangle; and (3) a main source of data was collected from informal interviews, which can include subjectivity or opinion.

Featured Programs

Of the many initiatives examined for the report, the authors found three noteworthy U.S. based anti-violence models that address gang-violence to feature, which have been successful in their implementation in the United States and have either (1) been shown to make similar reductions in violence in their implementation sites in Mexico and/or the Northern Triangle, or (2) have demonstrated the potential to make significant reductions in violence in Mexico and/or the Northern Triangle with sustained implementation. The models are presented in alphabetical order and do not denote ranking.
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

The 2016 study, “What Works in Reducing Community Violence: A Meta-Review and Field Study of the Northern Triangle,” prepared by Thomas Abt and Christopher Winship for the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), recognized cognitive behavioral therapy as an effective people-based approach to reducing crime and violence.\(^9\) Cognitive behavioral therapy, or CBT, is defined by Abt and Winship as “using clinical psychological techniques to alter the distorted thinking and behavior of criminal and juvenile offenders.”\(^10\) CBT programming includes, “cognitive skills training, anger management, and lessons on social skills, moral development, and relapse prevention.”\(^11\) Based on fifty-eight evaluations of CBT, nineteen of which were randomized control trials, CBT programs have been effective in reducing recidivism rates in youth and adults both in the community and in correctional facilities by 25 to 52 percent,\(^12\) and are cost-effective, in that the programs yield a savings of $26 for every dollar invested.\(^13\) Abt and Winship noted that CBT is most effective when paired with another program like vocational training and educational programs, especially when the programs focus on high-risk offenders and sound implementation.\(^14\) As a result of the resounding benefits that CBT can provide, the model has been adapted for international and national implementation. The programs below provide case studies for how CBT has been adapted to diverse settings.

The CBT Model in the United States

Led by Chicago-based organization Youth Guidance, the Becoming A Man (BAM) program is a well-known North American implementation of cognitive behavioral therapy, which seeks to re-teach masculinity to create young men resistant to provocations of violence.\(^15\) The core values of the BAM program are “integrity, accountability, self-determination, positive anger expression, visionary goal setting, and respect for women,” which are taught through lessons on “impulse control, emotional self-regulation, recognition of social cues, and developing a sense of personal responsibility.”\(^16\)

The thirty-week in-school program for male students in grades 7 to 12 has been described as “part youth group, part psychotherapy.”\(^17\) Program participants are referred to the program based on school performance and crime involvement such as previous suspensions, truancy, drug and alcohol abuse, gang involvement, and violence.\(^18\) BAM program participants are not the highest risk for violence, as many high-risk offenders do not participate in educational institutions.\(^19\)

During the thirty-week program, participants meet once-per-week for sessions that involve role-playing, group exercises, field trips, problem-solving activities, and group missions.\(^20\) Each session begins with a PEIS check-in, which stands for “physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual,” which allows for the counselor to gather information on how each participant is feeling, thinking, and emoting.\(^21\) PEIS check-ins are completed in a circle to represent the equality of all involved, including the counselor.\(^22\) Anthony Ramieriez DeVittori, BAM’s founder, identified the counselors as essential to the program’s success.\(^23\) These counselors are trained individuals, often possessing a Master’s in social work or psychology, who are full-time staff in the participating schools to be accessible to the program participants. The counselors are men, who have authentic youth-engagement skills, like the ability of earning the respect of program participants, and must undergo 300 hours of training prior to working with participants.\(^24\)
The BAM program has been evaluated by the University of Chicago’s Crime Lab in two randomized control trials. The initial evaluation concluded that BAM participants were “44 percent less likely to be arrested for violent crimes than the specified control group and 36 percent less likely to be arrested for any other crime.” The second evaluation observed a 31 percent reduction in arrests in program participants. Overall, the BAM program increased the response time of youth by 79 percent and provided a return on investment of at least $30 for every $1 spent on programming. As a result of the significant reductions, BAM programming was recognized by former President Barack Obama, and as of 2020, has been implemented in 140 schools in Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles County, and King County Washington, serving 8,000 youths.

International Implementation of the CBT Model

Similar to the BAM program, Catholic Relief Services (CRS) employs a cognitive behavioral therapy informed approach in Central America, specifically, in its “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum. The curriculum was originally designed for out-of-school and unemployed youth living in neighborhoods with high rates of violence. Our report will examine the curriculum’s implementation with two groups: students between 12 to 15 years of age enrolled in middle school and adult male inmates 18 years and older in El Salvador.

¡Estoy DISPUESTO! Curriculum

The “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum is recognized as “cognitive behavioral therapy-informed” to “help participants improve intra and interpersonal relationships with a particular focus on self-control.” It is an adaptation of traditional CBT therapy modified to account for location conditions and the desired outcomes for beneficiaries. According to CRS, the curriculum uses “evidence-based psycho-social tools to help participants” realize and “manage thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.” Unlike BAM, the curriculum accommodates all genders, consisting of meetings twice a week for 16 weeks, covering 1 unit per week. Each unit contains an awareness lesson and a transformation lab. In an awareness lesson, a topic is introduced, and in a transformation lab, participants are encouraged to reflect on the topic and apply it to various scenarios in a group discussion setting. The first seven units address intrapersonal skills like developing coping strategies and establishing personal rules; and the last nine units focus on building interpersonal skills, which includes verbal and nonverbal communication. Facilitators of the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” program, unlike BAM, are of any gender, must undergo a 6-step certification process which includes in-depth learning of the curriculum in person, psychological first aid training, practice implementing all 16 units paired with 6 facilitation strategies, an exam, and an observation conducted by a certified facilitator. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, CRS has ceased all training and certification processes.

According to Katharine “Kay” Andrade-Eekhoff, a Youth Employability Advisor for Latin American and the Caribbean at CRS, there are many challenges to implementing the curriculum in Central America. For instance, the staff does not consistently have advanced educational training in psychology or social work like the Becoming A Man staff. Therefore, human resources and context of the region was taken into consideration when designing the curriculum, explained Kay. Additionally, the program’s duration and frequency has to be flexible to accommodate the implementation settings.
¡Estoy DISPUESTO! in Salvadoran Schools

Glasswing International, a Salvadoran nongovernmental organization focused on the precursors and consequences of violence and poverty, partnered with CRS and the Tinker Foundation to implement the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum in 10 public schools in high-risk communities in San Salvador, El Salvador, as a pilot program. The curriculum was paired with Glasswing International’s Mindfulness program to “reduce stress, aggressive and impulsive actions, and improve their ability to make decisions,” and Glasswing International’s Community Schools model, which aims to promote the idea that local public schools can be “centers of the community” to provide or enhance “children and youth’s protective factors,” which enables young people to “thrive despite adversity.” Glasswing International’s Community Schools model has four main components: (1) to provide a safe, healthy, and stimulating environment, (2) improve academic enrichment, (3) introduce life skills development, and (4) establish integrated communities.

In the pilot implementation of CRS’s curriculum, students, between the ages of 12 and 15, were randomly placed in the CBT program, Mindfulness program, or the control group. Glasswing International concentrated with students in this age demographic, as they were identified as “more prone to gang recruitment.” The CBT curriculum was presented as an after-school program that met one to two times per week for 45 minutes led by youth guides chosen by the participating students and trained by a coordinator, who underwent CRS training. Each session involved the introduction of the awareness lesson, like anger management, and a transformation lab, which allowed participants to apply anger management skills to various scenarios. For the Mindfulness participants, the students would meditate before and after school for three minutes in a circle. These meditations would include discussion of how they were feeling that day or other student-chosen topics and topics in the Calm Classroom Curriculum. This “trauma-informed” curriculum introduces self-awareness, mental focus, and emotional wellbeing into the classroom. Along with the Mindfulness and CBT curriculum, students were given the opportunity to participate in other after-school activities. Glasswing International offered four options: (1) leadership, (2) art and culture, (3) sports, and (4) science. Each option consisted of activities related to the option’s theme.

The youth guides, who led the Mindfulness and CBT programming, did not always possess degrees in psychology or social work, but were chosen on their ability to connect with the participants, and did not necessarily have similar backgrounds to the participants. Glasswing International allowed the students to select the youth guides; these youth guides were chosen based on their “youth magnet” abilities, the ability for the individual to be able to gain the students’ trust. Youth guides would occasionally conduct individual meetings with participants if he or she needed additional support as well. In addition to access to the CRS trained coordinator, the youth guides had access to a local professor partnering with Glasswing International, who had previous experience with CBT, for guidance and additional training.

Data on the program has been limited and unreliable; however, school staff had noticed “tangible change” in participants’ behaviors, management of emotions, and productivity, when the full CBT
curriculum was employed. Due to the high cost of implementing the full CBT curriculum, Glasswing International no longer implements the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum as part of the Community Schools model. It is important to note that elimination of the program in Glasswing International’s model does not indicate that the program is not cost-effective, but rather the funding the organization received for this particular implementation had ended.

However, Glasswing International has integrated certain lessons from the curriculum and the Mindfulness program as permanent additions to the Community Schools model like prioritizing the building of connections with participants, which has been implemented in 9 countries. In Honduras, the model is present in 31 schools for 12,114 students, and will be expanded to 187 schools to reach 40,000 students as a result of a 2020 partnership between El Salvador’s Ministry of Education and Glasswing International. The Community Schools model has since been digitized as well, to reach participating students in the wake of school closures due to COVID-19. The digital program has the benefit of offering students access to even more activities than were previously available, like French lessons.

Segundas Oportunidades or Second Chances

Made possible by a grant from the United States Department of State Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, CRS, in partnership with Central American University and the Directorate General of Prisons, implemented the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum with adult male inmates 18 years and older in Salvadoran correctional facilities to emphasize rehabilitation and reintegration beginning in 2017. To adapt the curriculum to the incarcerated population, the frequency of the program was limited to meeting once per week with two sessions being conducted in one day in accordance with the correctional facilities’ requests; program participants were pre-selected by prison authorities using a selection tool created by Central American University; facilitators underwent more technical training, and building a culture of peace was emphasized more in this particular curriculum implementation site. The CRS program currently operates in 8 Salvadoran prisons with La Esperanza being one of them. However, CRS programming was put on hold due to new security measures introduced by the Directorate General of Prisons and continues to be on hold due to COVID-19. In the absences of facilitators, incarcerated individuals, who graduated CRS’s inmate peacebuilding program and received additional training, have continued teaching other program content, which does not include the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum.

The program consists of six steps. The first includes identifying and selecting the inmates who will participate in the CRS program. Typically, these individuals are seen as more low risk and are observed as having a high potential for success. Following the selection process, the incarcerated individuals participate in the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum along with job skills training, and lessons focused on family and peacebuilding. These sessions are led by certified CRS facilitators and Directorate General of Prisons staff. CRS facilitators also work with prison guards so they have familiarity with the curriculum content, as guards are key actors in the prison ecosystem. After completing the program, the individuals are released from prison and given access to legal support, and later, are gradually re-inserted into their past family and social life. Step five offers Second Chance graduates employment opportunities, as CRS has established partnerships with many private companies to hire more previously incarcerated individuals. The final step is a
follow-up with the individual. CRS offers case management, mentoring, support networks, and extracurricular activities to assist in the reintegration process.73

Rosa Anaya, a coordinator of the Second Chance program, noted in an interview with Professor Marta Flores of Central American University, that a challenge specific to the prison program is the limited number of employment opportunities given to previously incarcerated people. For the released prisoners, employment is essential for successful reintegration; however, private companies are reluctant to offer opportunities due to pre-conceived notions.74 Without this crucial step, the reintegration process becomes more difficult for the individual.

The Segundas Oportunidades or Second Chances program has served 2,100 incarcerated individuals and trained 277 facilitators as of 2020.75 An independent evaluation of the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” program performed by the Central American University with advisory support from the University of Notre Dame observed statistically significant improvements in program participants’ ability to have and understand empathy and experience guilt,76 which are essential emotions to prevent violent responses and actions. One source claims that 90 percent of released participants have not re-offended; however, the program is relatively new and corroborating data has been limited.77 Not only does the program assist the participants, the program also addresses existing security issues and promotes collaboration among the various bureaucratic entities involved in the criminal justice system.78 As a result of CRS’s success, the Directorate General of Prisons formally adopted the “¡Estoy DISPUESTO!” curriculum in 2019 as an authorized rehabilitation program for the Salvadoran prison system and is seeking to expand its use.79 In addition, the curriculum and other CRS peacebuilding and rehabilitation strategies have been incorporated in one of the Juvenile Justice rehabilitation centers for young men by ISNA, the Salvadoran Institute for Children and Adolescents, and in a few female prison facilities.80

The cognitive behavioral therapy approach has been implemented by various organizations in diverse settings, emphasizing the model’s flexibility in application. Unlike other programs identified in this report, the programs that utilize the CBT model are largely preventative rather than reactionary to violence. This means that CBT programs often address the precursors of certain behaviors. However, with the introduction of CBT tactics to incarcerated populations, practitioners are hopeful that CBT will yield similar successful reductions in response scenarios as well. While CBT initiatives are largely preventative, the programs have shown lasting impact on the operational communities; however, it is important to note that CBT approaches must be augmented to international settings for similar results to be observed, which CRS has done. In CRS’s implementation of CBT, significant changes had to be made to the program’s staffing criteria, duration, and frequency, while still remaining committed to CBT core values.
Community Approach

The Cure Violence Epidemic Control (Health) model was developed by the physician, Gary Slutkin, MD in 1995 based on his experience with epidemiological interventions in Somalia and Uganda, and personal observations of violence in Chicago, Illinois. Dr. Slutkin employed tactics used to combat contagious diseases, such as HIV/AIDS, cholera, and tuberculosis, to understand violence in Chicago. In doing so, Dr. Slutkin found that violence mimics the spread of contagious diseases in that it experiences geographical and chronological clusters like disease transmission. Cure Violence launched its first trial in the West Garfield Park neighborhood in Chicago, resulting in a 67 percent drop in shootings in its first year of operation. The Health model has since been applied to 100 communities in 15 different countries, with all sites observing reductions in violence ranging from 20 percent to 95 percent.

The Cure Violence Model in the United States

The Cure Violence Health model is a “data-driven, research-based, community-centric approach to violence prevention.” At the core of the model is the idea that violence is a “learned behavior and that it can be prevented using disease control methods.” The model consists of three main components: (1) detect and interrupt potentially violent conflicts, (2) identify and treat individuals at the highest risk, and (3) mobilize the community to change norms.

Integral to all components are interrupters and outreach workers. Violence interrupters detect and interrupt potentially violent conflicts, which include the prevention of retaliatory shootings, the mediation of ongoing conflicts, and follow-ups with past participants. Violence interrupters are selected based on their “own experiences with crime and violence, ability to establish relationships with the most high-risk young people in a community, and are usually between the ages of 15 and 30.” These carefully recruited individuals must be seen as “credible messengers” by high-risk young people and usually are former high-level or popular gang members who have since turned their lives around. Outreach workers require the same characteristics as interrupters, but are tasked with connecting high-risk individuals with “positive opportunities and resources in the community,” such as “employment, housing, recreational activities, and education,” and ensure that program participants are attending therapy for six to twenty-four months. Violence interrupters and outreach workers are successful in their tasks as they understand the lived experience of the program participants.

The third component, mobilizing the community to change norms, consists of public education efforts, media campaigns, and community events such as anti-violence marches and post-shooting vigils. This component is integral in establishing long-lasting change by utilizing partnerships with faith-based organizations, neighborhood associations, tenant councils, and other community-based organizations who can gain support by serving as intermediaries between Cure Violence programming and the affected community. While local partnerships are crucial to the success of component three, this does not include law enforcement. Cure Violence operates “independently of, while hopefully not undermining, law enforcement.” Cure Violence will only seek to build a relationship with law enforcement when “strategic information on crime patterns” or assistance in hiring outreach workers or violence interrupters is needed and cannot be fulfilled by other community organizations. In addition, Cure Violence never shares information with police to maintain the safety of the staff and the credibility of the program. The Cure Violence model is...
localized approach that emphasizes community partnerships. However, there are some instances of partnerships with the local government as well.99

Independent evaluations of the model have been performed on implementation sites in Chicago, Baltimore, New York City, Philadelphia, and Trinidad.100 In Chicago, Cure Violence programming reduced shootings by 41-73 percent and retaliatory attacks by 100 percent in most of the operational areas, according to an evaluation by Northwestern University and the United States Department of Justice.101 Similar results were observed in evaluations by Johns Hopkins University, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation of other Cure Violence operational areas.102

While Cure Violence has been proven to make significant large-scale reductions in community violence, the program has been instrumental in changing personal lives as well. Michael Davis, an international specialist and trainer at Cure Violence, who benefited from Cure Violence programming in his youth, stated that the credible messengers were most instrumental in changing his mindset and facilitating the opportunity to recognize that he could positively contribute to his community.103

In recognizing the model’s success, Cure Violence has been endorsed by the United States Conference of Mayors and has been implemented by many local health departments.104 The success of the Cure Violence model reinforces the theory that violence transmits like a contagious disease. Dr. Slutkin, in 2013, stated that the “theory [violence as a public health epidemic] is validated by treatment,” in that violence responds positively to disease control tactics because it is a disease.105

International Implementation of the Cure Violence Model

International implementation of the Cure Violence model usually consists of three stages: (1) pre-intervention observations, (2) intervention, and (3) post-intervention observations.

Pre-Intervention
Pre-intervention observations consist of visits by a Cure Violence team to assess whether the model can be implemented in a particular location. This stage consists of one or more site visits to assess the situation, identify the best places for implementation, and identify the best local partners to implement the program, which are critical elements of success.106 Often, local partners will identify the credible messengers that should be hired to carry out the model.107 In addition to the local partner, Cure Violence may partner with another non-governmental organization to assist with implementation and/or to provide some of the necessary wrap-around services. In the past, Cure Violence has worked with partners such as Save the Children UK, UNICEF, USAID, Chemonics, Creative Associates, and many more.108

Intervention
If the site is determined to be feasible for the implementation of the program, preparations for the intervention will begin. This includes training on-site workers and establishing additional
partnerships if necessary. Michael Davis described the training of workers to consist of an agreed upon number of sessions, usually either two to three 40-hour sessions, depending on the specified contract. Training sessions are usually conducted in-person with discussions of the model, violence interruptions, reduction training, management training, booster training and other relevant topics. Currently, Cure Violence workers are identified as essential workers and have continued their work during the pandemic, which includes interruptions. However, training and site-visits are now conducted virtually and community activities have adapted to address the pandemic such as sewing masks, passing out hand sanitizer, and spreading information on social distancing.

**Post-Intervention**
During the implementation, data is collected for analysis during post-intervention by either external or internal entities to determine if the model was properly implemented, identify changes in violence, and provide insight on ways the model can be adapted for a more favorable outcome.

**San Pedro Sula, Honduras**
The Honduras implementation site was Cure Violence’s first program in Central and Latin America. As of 2008, Honduras was identified as one of the most violent countries in the world, “because of the frequency of cartel-related and gang-related violence, extortion, community conflicts, and interpersonal conflicts.” It is important to note that Cure Violence programming addresses all types of violence, whereas this report seeks to address only gang-related violence. However, a substantial amount of all homicides in Latin America can be linked to gangs or organized crime and is indirectly addressed by Cure Violence programming.

**Pre-Intervention**
Cure Violence conducted site assessments to determine the feasibility of implementing the model in Honduras during the Summer and Fall of 2012. According to Guadalupe Cruz, the International Training Director, the Cure Violence team, including her, visited on numerous occasions to identify the right local partner and to gather information on the unique situation in San Pedro Sula. Two initial challenges to implementation noticed by the team were the tight control gangs and groups had on the area and the community’s suspicion of outsiders.

The team determined that Chamelecon would be the first implementation site. In the Chamelecon neighborhood, a religious group was identified as the local community organization, as it shared the same mission as Cure Violence and had the ability to recruit and work with individuals who had a prior criminal record. In addition to having access to the community, religious institutions are highly respected in the neighborhood, which elevated Cure Violence’s credibility in the area. In addition to the local partner, Cure Violence established an implementing partnership with USAID and Creative Associates for the first five years of implementation, where the partners assisted by providing funding.

As a result of the situation observed in Honduras, the high-risk individuals for the program were defined as male, between the ages of 14 and 44, participating in the informal economy such as narcotics, extortion, or kidnapping, having a history of violence, carrying a weapon, lacking education, or having been recently deported from the United States. This definition differs from the U.S. based model parameters in that it covers a larger age demographic, as younger individuals
leave school at an earlier age in Honduras than in the United States and remain at high-risk for a longer period of time. The team also decided to only address community and interpersonal violence rather than state-sanctioned violence.

Noting the high-levels of violence in the area, a phased approach was preferred over the traditional implementation strategy to ensure the safety and credibility of workers. A phased approach provided the workers with additional time to establish strong relationships and agreements with the local gangs and groups to prepare for conflict mediation (i.e. interruptions) and the changing of violence norms in the area. To engage in relationship building, the Cure Violence workers introduced clear messaging in the area, with the foundational idea that the organization was focused on anti-violence initiatives and not anti-drug or anti-extortion so as to not provoke retaliation.

**Intervention**

In February of 2013, the first on-site workers were hired with the adapted approach. According to Guadalupe Cruz, Cure Violence and the local partner determined that hired individuals could not be former gang members, which differed from Cure Violence’s traditional approach. This is because individuals are not able to voluntarily leave gangs in Honduras. There are only three exits for gang members: (1) joining the Church in an official capacity, (2) being killed, or (3) leaving the country. Instead of former gang members, other respected individuals in the neighborhood who had the ability to reach gang members were hired. For example, older women who fed neighborhood children were viewed as trusted and credible individuals by gang members, and thus were hired. In the initial implementation, only interrupters were hired, as the site lacked funding and resources to hire outreach workers.

The on-site workers were brought to Chicago, Cure Violence’s headquarters, as part of their training to learn about the program and observe the model in action. In March 2013, the interrupters had their first 80-hour training session, which included further introduction to the model, methods for changing behaviors and norms, building relationships with high-risk individuals, conflict mediation, risk reduction, and other planning and implementing topics, and detection of violent events. Cure Violence conducted three additional 24-hour face-to-face training sessions, four sessions of training through Skype, and two one-day planning workshops. Interrupters were taught personalized mediation tactics rather than the group interruption strategies used in the U.S. implementation, as personalized interruptions were deemed safer for interrupters due to pre-existing deep divisions between individuals in the community.

Full implementation began in April 2013. Two more targeted zones were added in January 2014 and another two were added in August 2014. These zones were identified as areas of implementation in Chamelecon.

In February 2015, senior members at Cure Violence returned to San Pedro Sula to carry out a third phase of training, focusing on aspects of participation and community mobilization to reinforce changing community norms.

From 2013 to 2015, the on-site interrupters were able to mediate between 14 and 20 conflicts per month in the operational areas. Of the mediations, 16 percent had a high probability of leading
From 2013 to 2015, the on-site interrupters were able to mediate between 14 and 20 conflicts per month in the operational areas. Of the mediations, 16 percent had a high probability of leading to shootings or murder prior to interruptions, and 59 percent were highly likely to lead to a shooting or murder prior to interruptions. Often, interruptions were assisted by people directly involved in the conflict such as family or friends.

Post-Intervention
An integral part of post-intervention is analyzing data on violence and crime; however, this information was difficult to obtain. Therefore, data was collected and compiled by Cure Violence staff and verified by external outlets like individuals in the community, the news media, and other sources during the intervention phase to be analyzed during post-intervention. From the data gathered by Cure Violence, the implementation sites led to an 88 percent reduction in shootings in 2014 and a 94 percent reduction of shootings in 2015.

Since the release of the 2017 internal report, “El Modelo Cure Violence: Reducción de la Violencia en San Pedro Sula (Honduras),” Cure Violence has partnered with Chemonics to continue the Honduras Program, and most recently partnered with UNICEF to expand their programming to include gender-based violence, school-violence, and femicide. Partnering with UNICEF has allowed for the hiring of outreach workers, which was previously not possible with the initial partners. In addition, Cure Violence workers have noticed an increase in domestic violence and child abuse, as more people are being forced to stay home because of COVID-19 restrictions. With the recent UNICEF partnership, Cure Violence will hopefully have the means to address this emerging violence.

The Cure Violence Epidemic Control (Health) model has been successfully implemented nationally and internationally, receiving praise from external entities. In successfully implementing the model to a Central American context, specifically San Pedro Sula, Honduras, Cure Violence and its local partner made changes, perhaps the most significant being expanding the program’s targeted demographic. The program also opted for a phased approach to implementation, utilized personal mediation tactics rather than group mediation, and decided not to employ former gang members as interrupters. Furthermore, the program also had to adapt in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. While different environments will demand original adaptations and innovations, the model has shown the potential for future successful implementation in the Northern Triangle.
**Integrated Approach**

Focused deterrence strategies aim to reduce violent crime by focusing intervention efforts on the most violent groups and locations. Group Violence Intervention, commonly known as the “Boston Ceasefire,” or Ceasefire model, is a focused deterrence strategy that begins with a data-driven analysis of gun violence to discover the groups that drive crime. Members of those groups are warned of the consequences of continuing to participate in or instigate violence and are introduced to support services, including counseling, to encourage the deterrence of perpetrating crime. Implementation of GVI has led to a 35 to 60 percent reduction in community homicides in Boston and a 50 percent reduction in the homicide rate between 2012 and 2018 in Oakland, California. In this section, we examine the process of adapting the GVI model to Oakland and Mexico City.

**The GVI Model in the United States**

Group Violence Intervention, or GVI, is a focused deterrence strategy designed to reduce homicide and gun violence, minimize harm to communities by replacing enforcement with deterrence, and to foster stronger relationships between law enforcement and the community.\(^{154}\) GVI is an updated version of the evidence-based strategy that was first pioneered by David Kennedy, a leading criminologist and the Director of the National Network for Safe Communities, and his colleagues in Boston, Massachusetts with the deployment of “Operation Ceasefire” or Boston Ceasefire in 1996.\(^{155}\) By focusing on gun trafficking, developing a special interagency focused deterrence response to gang violence, and a strong communication campaign, Operation Ceasefire in Boston demonstrated a 63 percent reduction in the mean monthly number of youth homicide victims and a 32 percent decrease in the monthly number of citywide shots-fired calls.\(^{156}\)

While GVI programs are known by different names in different cities where they are tailored to local conditions, all implementations of the model still preserve GVI’s core principles, like the prioritization of tackling violent crime and homicides and the establishment of partnerships with community members, law enforcement, and social services. Thus, contrary to the “broken windows” model that increases law enforcement presence, GVI favors counseling, fewer arrests, and obedience to the principles of procedural justice for law enforcement. Procedural justice refers to the fairness of legal processes and how people’s perception of this fairness relates to their overall experience with the justice system. These relations often connect to law enforcement procedures and behaviors. Yale Law School identifies four factors by which people base the procedural justice of their encounters with law enforcement. These include: (1) “whether they were treated with dignity and respect; (2) whether they were given voice; (3) whether the decision-maker was neutral and transparent; and (4) whether the decision-maker conveyed trustworthy motives.”\(^{157}\)

Any implementation of the model requires an initial gun violence assessment, examining historic to present-day data, and identifies individuals with risk factors for participating in violence, including: previous involvement in the criminal justice system, active gang membership, being a previous shooting victim, and/or having a loved one shot in the last twelve months.\(^{158}\) Once those individuals have been identified by the program, human resource counselors will initiate communication and introduce support services, where individuals are connected with social workers and counselors.\(^{159}\) This communication is different with each implementation. If individuals continue to participate in violence, then enforcement “levers” are utilized.\(^{160}\) In the United States, levers are largely rooted in prosecutorial frameworks, like incarceration. That said,
it is important to note that the goal of Ceasefire is not to make arrests. In an interview with journalist Samantha Micheals following a visit to Oakland Ceasefire, the assistant police chief of Portland, Andrew Shearer, said: “You can’t arrest your way out of a problem. That’s something we really took away [from the visit to Oakland].”

Oakland, California
In 2012, Oakland was named the third most violent city in the United States. Oakland Ceasefire, the city’s adaptation of the GVI model, was initiated in late 2012 out of the efforts of the local clergy, particularly the Allen Temple Baptist Church, who rallied community support around the Ceasefire model and convinced then-Mayor Jean Quan to implement it. To demonstrate the community’s support for a violence reduction program, the clergy organized “night walks” through an area known as “Murder Dubs,” and other areas that experience high homicide rates. Until the COVID-19 crisis, the walks continued throughout Ceasefire’s programming, providing community members an opportunity to engage with each other and dissuade one another from participating in violence.

Oakland’s implementation of the Ceasefire model emphasized social services and mentorship while decreasing law enforcement presence. By the end of 2018, the annual shootings and homicide rate in Oakland were cut by nearly half from the 2011 statistics. Additionally, according to a study conducted by Northeastern University, Oakland experienced an observed 43 percent reduction in gang shootings from 2013 to 2017. Alongside this decrease in the homicide rate, use-of-force incidents and complaints against law enforcement also declined.

According to Guillermo Cespedes, the Chief of Violence Prevention for the city, three types of community actors are needed for Ceasefire’s success: law enforcement, community organizations, and moral voices in the community. The moral voice of the community, Cespedes explained, can be a mother who has lost a family member and has become an activist, a respected member of the faith community, or a community organizer or a former group/gang member turned peacemaker. As for community organization, 26 are grouped under the Oakland Unite banner, which provides city-government funding to local organizations, like YouthALIVE!, that focus on violence prevention and community healing.

Aligned with the focused deterrence strategy, the Oakland version of the program used data collection to center its efforts on the areas and groups most needing intervention assistance. Interagency collaboration between the police force and the government was critical to identifying the scope and nature of the violence. According to a senior member of the Oakland Police Department, Oakland used four methods of data gathering. First, law enforcement used ShotSpotter, a gunshot detection system that can detect 90 percent of shots in less than 60 seconds and provides location and time information. Second, intervention specialists and community members obtained information for Oakland Police Department (Oakland PD) to keep “scorecards” on gang activity, which includes information on the internal dynamics of the gangs, members, rivals, and other activities. Third, law enforcement monitored the National Integrated Ballistic Information Network, or NIBIN, an automated system that allows for the analysis of bullet casings and can provide further information on gang activities by linking various shootings based on bullet types. Last, further data collection was facilitated through frequent meetings involving the executive team, investigators, street teams, the District Attorney’s office, external entities, crime labs, and other stakeholders.
Data that the Oakland PD collected to implement their strategy of focused deterrence included the age and ethnic makeup of participants of violence, the location of the violence, and the date and times that shootings took place. Essentially, they focused on gathering data to identify the areas and people who could benefit the most from violence intervention work. Resulting from these extensive assessments, Oakland Ceasefire officials realized that the majority of victims and perpetrators were not youth, as was expected, but individuals in their 30s.174

Oakland Ceasefire then presents individuals with multiple risk factors for participating in violence with alternative life paths and warns them of the consequences of continuing on their current track.175 It’s important to note that Oakland Ceasefire used the data it collects with specificity; a senior member of the Oakland Police Force articulated that targeting entire communities and labeling them as “high-risk,”176 is a poor strategy and only serves to perpetuate distrust in law enforcement.177

Once identified, intervention begins. In Oakland, intervention took the form of call-ins and custom notifications. Call-in’s gather multiple individuals needing intervention together in one room to hear from community members, clergy, law enforcement, and social service providers.178 “At a standard call-in, invitees are alerted to their risk of becoming involved in gun violence as either a victim, a perpetrator, or both. These young men are assured that the community wants to see them alive and free, but that the shooting must stop and, if the violence continues, the law enforcement response will be swift.”179 Custom notifications, in which individuals have a one-on-one conversation with a police officer and a clergy member and/or community organizer, were used in time-sensitive, high-threat of violence situations.180

In addition to data gathering, Oakland’s Ceasefire program focused on increasing trust between law enforcement and the community. Oakland PD had officers participate in procedural justice training and partnered with the Department of Racial Justice and Equity for further educational purposes. Community organizations were a central part of trust building, serving as the communication bridge between law enforcement officers and community members.181 The support of churches, which form the bedrock of support for communities of color in Oakland182, was critical to the successful implementation of Oakland Ceasefire. Their support of the initiative meant that the effort had a build-in connection with many members of the community.

International Implementation of the GVI Model

Mexico City, Mexico

The groundwork for implementation of the GVI model in Mexico City, Mexico began around May 2019. The program was led by Dr. Rodrigo Canales, an expert on organizational behavior and building effective policing in Mexico, the California Partnership for Safe Communities, under the direction of Vaughn Crandall and Reygan Cunningham, who played a key role in Oakland Ceasefire, the Secretariat of Citizen Security for Mexico City, and Mexico City’s Ministry of Government.183 At the present time, the implementing group is testing the program in Plateros, part of the Municipal Council of Alvaro Obregón, and an area of Mexico City approximately the size of Oakland, California, with hopes to expand the program citywide.184 As Ceasefire Mexico City is a relatively young program, a comprehensive study to measure the effectiveness of the program has yet to be conducted; therefore, this report is not intended to be an evaluation of the
The study concluded that a majority of homicides in Plateros were not a direct result of large cartel activity, but rather the result of local gangs, and that the drivers of violence were men in their 30s motivated by retaliation.

Pre-Analysis and Problem-Analysis

Pre-analysis, in which key actors are organized and partnerships with various government agencies, including the city’s fiscalia (the Mexican equivalent of the District Attorney’s office) lasted approximately 2 to 3 months. Then, the team began the problem analysis stage with a data-driven evaluation of crime in Mexico City, which yielded a similar result to its U.S. counterpart: the majority of crime is driven by a small number of local actors in specific times and specific places. During the evaluation and throughout the implementing period, data collection was led by local actors, who provided the necessary local information and knowledge to map violence on a micro-level. The study concluded that a majority of homicides in Plateros were not a direct result of large cartel activity, but rather the result of local gangs, and that the drivers of violence were men in their 30s motivated by retaliation.

Following the evaluation study, the team identified eight locations controlled by identified local gangs out of the ten neighborhoods labeled “hotspots” of violence. The team specifically chose locations where the violence was driven by local gangs to avoid dealing with extraneous variables in their first intervention. To encourage community collaboration in the areas of operation, the team decided to rule out two locations of the aforementioned eight with the highest rates of violence. Next, the implementation team examined other mitigating factors to narrow the pool of areas, including territorial characteristics, which left the team with three locations, two of which would receive programming and one of which would be the control. Additionally, the team took care to select areas where government officials were less likely to be accepting favors or other incentives from individuals participating in violence. This evaluation took approximately 2 to 3 months to complete.

Pilot Intervention

Following the pre- and problem-analysis stages, the team began to engage in “intervention efforts,” which hinged on the success of the pre- and problem-analysis stages. Pilot intervention efforts in the targeted area took approximately one year to complete.

In its pilot intervention, Ceasefire Plateros leveraged its data on “hotspots” and individuals in need of services to strategically allocate intervention services, of which include pulling levers, the provision of specialized services, and direct communication with people at risk of perpetrating violence (call-in’s and custom notifications). Canales noted that custom notifications were preferred to call-in’s as the direct, personal contact they facilitated were quicker, more effective, and required less logistical planning.

Part of this intervention effort included making usage of the “pulling levers” strategy successfully modeled in both Oakland and Boston. Levers can be used as an enforcement mechanism with the idea being that social services offer individuals multiple alternatives to violence and then, if they don’t pursue non-violent alternatives, the government will pull enforcement “levers,” like incarceration. In addition to being an enforcement strategy, levers can also be a mechanism to
encourage individuals to engage in intervention services. The activation of the lever, like incarceration, against one individual in a criminal network, is also a demonstration for the surrounding individuals/network that law enforcement agencies are not afraid to take action to prevent violence. In demonstrating to individuals partaking in violence that (a) violent behavior is being monitored by law enforcement, and (b) enforcement actions are being taken against those that participate in violent crime, Ceasefire aimed to deter individuals from engaging in violence and increase the attractiveness of participating in intervention services.

As part of Mexico City Ceasefire’s intervention strategy in Plateros, three sets of social services were provided to encourage individuals not to partake in violent activity. The first service is known as SANAR, a hospital based violence intervention program. SANAR was based on the idea that being a victim of a shooting or having a family member, who is a victim of a shooting, increases an individual’s risk factor to perpetuate violence themselves. As such, SANAR sent social workers to the hospital immediately following a shooting to provide support for the victim and their family; these social workers encouraged victims and their families not to engage in retributive violence. Such efforts, “generate a bond of trust to transmit the message of 'non-violence', while at the same time providing opportunities for life, in order to avoid spirals and escalation of violence at the community level.” To date, SANAR has directly supported 49 cases, including 56 direct and 118 indirect victims (mainly victims' relatives). Of the 56 direct victims, 32 people were suffering from gun injuries and 24 are homicide victims. SANAR also provides victims' families with social services. For example, the program provided the pregnant wife of a homicide victim obstetric care whilst the local hospital was overloaded due to COVID-19.

SANAR is partially inspired by Glasswing International’s Sanando Heridas program in El Salvador and other hospital-based violence intervention programs in the United States. Like SANAR, the program supports victims of crimes in the immediate aftermath of an incident and provides services, which emphasizes an anti-violence message. While Mexico City Ceasefire’s hospital-based program has yet to be formally evaluated, the World Bank’s Development Research Group found Glasswing International’s version to have the capacity to prevent approximately 1,050 cases of interpersonal violence that require hospitalization in El Salvador. Lelys Dinarte, the lead researcher on the evaluation, is continuing to evaluate the program for its impact on participants’ engagement in criminal activities.

The second social service provided as part of Ceasefire Mexico City’s intervention strategy was known as “Phoenix,” a CBT intervention based on REPENSAR that gives violent individuals or gang members the tools they need to develop a new way of thinking about disputes and conflict. REPENSAR, and by extent Phoenix, is based on Thinking for Change, a CBT intervention utilized in parts of the U.S. penitentiary system. Given that all of the social services programs within Ceasefire are connected, participants from SANAR are often sent to Phoenix's program.

Lastly, the third source of social services was an “individualized mentoring program” modeled on a program that was used in Stockton and Oakland for the most at-risk individuals. According to Canales, for such individuals, the government “will fund a mentor who will work with [them] intensely for a number of months to help [them] redesign [their] life.” In simple terms, it can be described as “life coaching”. In selecting mentors, the team has avoided using the Ministry of Security for staff, as it is inherently connected to policing institutions. Instead, the team has looked towards the penitentiary system and Ministry of Government’s staff to find mentors with the closest match to the skills needed for violence interruption staff. To be effective, these mentors
must be paid, raising funding issues: Ceasefire functions best as a long-term solution, however, funding often operates on a short time basis.\textsuperscript{209}

The Ceasefire program is supported by a “mesa de apoyo” (support group) that includes Mexico City’s Ministry of Government as well as private and civil organizations. If necessary, the Ceasefire program can tap this network to provide at-risk individuals with additional services on an as-needed basis.\textsuperscript{210} To date, Ceasefire has carried out one relocation for an individual at risk of both perpetrating and being victimized by violence.\textsuperscript{211} Relocations, according to Pablo Vasquez, the Assistant Secretary of Citizen Participation and Crime Prevention for the Mexican government, are not easy to carry out, particularly in Mexico. This is due, in part, to the fact that relocations require the Ceasefire team to find a place with occupational opportunity and the presence of a support network for the relocated person.\textsuperscript{212} The team often works with both the Catholic and Evangelical church to assist with individual relocations.\textsuperscript{213} However, as opposed to the grassroots implementation of Ceasefire with the Allen Temple Baptist Church in Oakland, the involvement of religious organizations in Ceasefire Mexico City has largely been a top-down approach.

\textit{Transforming Law Enforcement}

The core part of the model’s success was a transformation of how law enforcement conducts themselves and thinks about violence.\textsuperscript{214} To transform law enforcement’s understanding of what shapes violence, data analysis is critical; in the case of Mexico City, it demonstrated that men who perpetuate violence often do so as a method of retaliation after being victimized themselves. “[In many cases of gun violence] there's no difference between victims and perpetrators,” explained Canales. “This is just a cycle of violence where victims become perpetrators who create victims who become perpetrators and so forth and so on so it's a never-ending cycle of victimization. For law enforcement, this was a radical change in thinking: “Now you're not thinking about criminals, you're thinking about potential victims who you need to protect.”\textsuperscript{215}

Implementing the principles of procedural justice within law enforcement was essential to building trust between the community and law enforcement and stopping the cycle of retaliatory violence as well.\textsuperscript{216} When individuals do not trust law enforcement to perform their duties in a manner that is procedurally just, they will not seek assistance from law enforcement and will instead implement justice themselves.\textsuperscript{217} The transformation of police departments to being procedurally just can be thought of as a shift towards thinking of the citizen as the customer.\textsuperscript{218} Demonstrating competence is a crucial component to this transformation. Merely having an attentive and present individual from law enforcement following a shooting can demonstrate respect.\textsuperscript{219}

All law enforcement agents that operated in Ceasefire programming areas in Mexico City received procedural justice training.\textsuperscript{220} Canales hopes that eventually procedural justice principles will be implemented as an “organizational framework” that determines how law enforcement members are evaluated and recruited.\textsuperscript{221} For example, cops are currently often promoted in accordance with how many arrests they make per diem, a policy that contradicts procedural justice’s citizen-focused ethos.\textsuperscript{222} With procedural justice as an organizing framework, officers would be promoted based on the level of trust the community has in them.\textsuperscript{223}
Several challenges arose in initiating the model in Mexico City, including the organizational differences between the United States and the Mexican government and the high levels of systemic police corruption in Mexico, particularly in Mexico City. A 2017 survey conducted by the National Institute of Statistics and Geography found that Mexico City has the highest level of corruption cases per police officer in the country, with 4,467 incidents of corruption per 1,000 police officers. Crandall and Canales also noted that differences in the institutional “levers,” which exist to dissuade individuals from participating in violence and also penalize them if they do engage in violence after intervention, challenged implementation in Mexico. In the United States, the prosecutorial system, which includes parole, probation, and incarceration, is utilized as the main “lever” in Ceasefire. In Mexico, says Canales, the “levers that you kind of take for granted in the US are not as reliable or as equally present in Mexico.” As a result, the Ceasefire implementers in Mexico are considering the usage of other types of available administrative “levers” to make individuals engaging in violence aware that the legal system is monitoring their behavior. For example, the program could demonstrate to an individual that he or she is being monitored by law enforcement and the government due to participation in violent groups by notifying said individual of his or her unpaid taxes or violations of business codes as a means of signalling governmental observation. It is important to note that the program is only considering the implementation of levers and has not taken action to include them in the program's strategy yet.

Crandall also added that the decentralization of law enforcement structures proved challenging, as only the fiscalia, not the police, are allowed to actively investigate crimes, and the Ministry of Citizen Security cannot arrest an individual or file charges without direction from the fiscalia. This makes it difficult to prioritize cases for prosecution, which subsequently impedes law enforcement from efficiently stopping violent individuals from perpetrating crimes.

Ceasefire Mexico City has largely faced challenges due to its unprecedented nature in Mexico. According to Canales, “This idea [of Ceasefire] -- that you are going to focus attention on the most violent people and that you are going to truly understand what their situation and their needs are and that you are going to truly design a set of services for them...is unprecedented.” Owing to this, the social services infrastructure present in U.S. implementations of the model with organizations like Oakland Unite, for example, largely do not exist in Plateros. Mexico City Ceasefire also does not utilize violence interrupters (authentic messengers, like former gang members, who try to prevent violence on the ground) as there is not yet an institutionalized process with which to scale a program like that.

A 2013 International Drug Policy Consortium report by Dr. Vanda Felbab-Brown further illustrates potential limitations to the application of a focused deterrence strategy in Mexico. Felbab-Brown argued that the pervasiveness of corruption among state agencies in Mexico creates a conflict of interest for a focused deterrence strategy as those in power promoting non-violence are, if corrupt, also the ones instigating it, damaging the credibility of a focused deterrence system. Felbab-Brown’s assessment spoke to the importance of Canales’ comments on the importance of transforming how law enforcement operates to dismantle perpetual corruption. It is important to note that Felbab-Brown’s study concentrated on the application of focused deterrence strategies on large actors that perpetuate violence rather than local level groups. Felbab Brown’s study also demonstrated the importance of inter-agency collaboration, which increases accountability among agencies and decreases the possibility for corruption.
In light of the shutdowns prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic, the shooting review meeting that typically happens weekly within the Ceasefire model has been replaced by a “hub and spoke model,” wherein the leader of the Ceasefire unit collects information from individual team members and then shares it amongst the team members. However, despite the pandemic, the field work and social service provisions adjacent to Ceasefire have continued. Although new safety guidelines are in place and protective gear is provided to law enforcement, hospital staff, and other essential workers, the field work of Ceasefire remains largely the same.

Concluding Thoughts

In featuring the cognitive behavioral therapy model, the community approach, and the integrated approach, we hope to promote more holistic, effective, and enduring solutions for combating and preventing collective violence, or the “instrumental use of violence by people who identify themselves as members of a group.” According to the World Health Organization, collective violence often arises from the “grossly unequal distribution of resources, particularly health and education services, and of access to these resources and to political power.” Thus, as this inequality contributes to collective violence, potential solutions to address this type of violence should not come at the expense of additional support for vulnerable groups.

Exploring preventative and responsive anti-violence models presents two vital takeaways for success that could further benefit implementation of the models in Mexico and countries in the Northern Triangle: the tremendous importance of building trust in operational communities and the need to adapt implementation to reflect unique characteristics of local settings. The authors believe that these takeaways can lead to additional effective implementation of the models in other international locations and other U.S. implementation endeavors.

The Importance of Trust

In the three anti-violence models explored in this report, trust between the community and program implementers and practitioners played a critical role in the success of the initiative. The implementation of U.S. based anti-violence models in Mexico and the Northern Triangle predominantly rely on collaborating with local organizations and entities, such as religious groups, who possess pre-existing trust with the community, enabling the U.S. based models to have access and insight to the community’s cultural dynamics. That is to say that U.S. models, which were designed with U.S. infrastructure, legal systems, and values in mind depend on local knowledge and expertise in Mexico, Honduras, and El Salvador to effectively address the different cultures, society and other relevant phenomena in each implementation site.

Capitalization on pre-existing trust was observed in most of the implementation sites examined in this report. In San Pedro Sula, the Cure Violence implementation team was aware of the influential
role that religion plays in Honduran culture from the team’s initial visits and sought to strengthen the credibility of the program by partnering with a local church. The partnership provided many credible interrupters while also facilitating program implementers’ accessibility to a previously unattainable community.

In the Ceasefire implementation in Mexico City, the implementation was led by local community actors, namely, local law enforcement and the city’s Secretariat of Citizen Security with Dr. Rodrigo Canales and the California Partnership for Safe Communities giving them technical support, like methodological guidance, to structure analysis and intervention efforts.\textsuperscript{236}

Unlike the Cure Violence and Ceasefire implementation sites, Glasswing International and Catholic Relief Services relied on the building and earning the trust of the site communities by training local actors and focusing on human capacity building. In Salvadoran schools, Glasswing International’s youth guides had to possess the necessary attributes and characteristics to engage with the participating youth and build a rapport, without the understood facets of pre-existing trust. In addition, by allowing students to play an integral role in the youth guide selection process, further organic trust was earned through collaboration with the participants. Glasswing International also made an effort to include school administrators and parents in the process, which helped build trust with external individuals to the programs. In the CBT implementation in Salvadoran prisons, CRS facilitators were able to facilitate trust by offering continued support and services and providing learning and employment opportunities to the participants. In addition, CRS established relationships with not only inmates, but also, their families, local business leaders, prison guards, multidisciplinary prison teams, correctional leadership, the Ministry of Security and Justice, and U.S. Department of State Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs to encourage further trust and credibility building. Establishment of these relationships required continued listening and communication and efficient response to all concerns and constraints, while still maintaining a strong commitment to the program participants.

By integrating various forms of trust into anti-violence implementations in Honduras, El Salvador, and Mexico, the U.S. based models adapted to different circumstances that differ significantly from what they had experienced at U.S. implementation sites. These findings strongly suggest that analyzing the dynamics of trust and the various tactics used to maximize the effects can be helpful when implementing these U.S. based models to other international sites in Mexico, El Salvador, and Honduras, and/or to sites in other countries.

\textbf{Addressing Implementation Settings}

The second key takeaway from these examples is the need to give serious consideration to the settings and environments in which the models will be implemented, especially community relations to local law enforcement, accessibility to qualified personnel and various governmental bureaucratic systems and services, and gender dynamics.
Possessing a deep understanding of the community’s relationship with law enforcement is vital to program implementation, notably for implementation of the Ceasefire model. The Group Violence Intervention model, or Ceasefire, requires coordination between government entities and law enforcement. Because the model is dependent on law enforcement execution of focused deterrence, it was imperative that steps be taken to ensure that law enforcement officials would conduct themselves ethically in order to produce decreases in arrest and incarceration rates. As Ceasefire programming requires extensive collaboration with the local government, it is arguably the most challenging program to implement internationally, as systems of governance and their effectiveness vary greatly. The model, which was developed in Boston, is heavily oriented to adhere to a U.S. government structure or ecosystem, which is not always possible to apply to international implementation sites as they may have significantly different systems of governance, rule of law practices, and rates of corruption. For example, in the United States the “levers” used to penalize or deter violence are largely rooted in relatively effective prosecutorial systems: criminal sentencing, parole, and probation. In Mexico, for example, these systems can be unreliable, forcing implementers of Ceasefire in Mexico City to consider the need for administrative levers, like asking for unpaid taxes from individuals engaging in violent activity as a message that they are being monitored by law enforcement for their violent behavior. That said, Canales ultimately recommends against using administrative levers. Prosecutorial levers, like parole, are clearly linked as a consequence of participating in violence in official government policy, and their usage does not imply that the government is engaging in random retaliatory behavior. Administrative levers, on the other hand, like asking for back-pay on child support as a consequence of violent behavior, are not spelled out as a consequence for engaging in violence in the legal code.

As cognitive behavioral therapy does not involve law enforcement agencies, model adaptation to implementation settings included different changes in El Salvador than the Group Violence Intervention model. Glasswing International and CRS had to address access to qualified personnel, or at least defined by the BAM implementation of CBT. In Chicago, BAM relies on facilitators who possess doctorates or master’s degrees in psychology or social work. Instead, in Central America, CRS and Glasswing put their facilitators through a rigorous certification process to implement the CBT program. Although these individuals do not have the same educational background as their U.S. counterparts, the facilitators possess important social and cultural knowledge that makes them effective in their communities. Understanding the workforce dynamics and availability of the implementation areas was crucial to making the necessary changes to the models to yield successful operational results, and should be considered in any application of international models.

It is also important to consider the gender dimensions of collective violence. Women, despite being both victims and perpetrators of violence, are often absent in the field of criminology. CBT and Cure Violence implementation in these settings have worked to address women’s involvement and experiences with violence. In implementing CBT in Salvadoran schools and prisons, the curriculum addresses both men and women, as both genders experience violence. However, in adapting CBT to the prison populations, the program is primarily implemented in male prison facilities. Expanding the opportunity and access to rehabilitation and reintegration
programs to more women prisoners would promote further security and hopefully decrease recidivism and reoffending rates for them. Cure Violence addresses gender in the San Pedro Sula site by relying on well-respected women in the community performing the role of “interrupters,” as they are seen as authentic messengers. In addition, Cure Violence has expanded programming to intervene in gender-based violence as well.

Ultimately, emphasizing the need for sustained trust and adapting implementation for key differences in the operational areas underscores the need to adjust long term violence reduction models to meet the needs of local beneficiaries to achieve successful results. Sustained funding and support for organizations working in this medium is critical, as many practitioners interviewed stressed that these factors remain vital to program longevity and overall effectiveness.

With the research included in this report, the authors believe that further research requires more input directly from the program participants. Having access to the personal experiences and outcomes of program participants can provide continued insight on how U.S. anti-violence models can adjust to yield further reductions in group violence and subsequently, long lasting impacts in the region.

Appendix I: List of Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vice President of Programs</td>
<td>Glasswing International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Programs Director</td>
<td>Glasswing International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Employability Advisor, Latin America And the Caribbean</td>
<td>Catholic Relief Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President for Partnerships and Strategy</td>
<td>Cure Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National and International Program Specialist and Trainer</td>
<td>Cure Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Program Specialist</td>
<td>Cure Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Training Director</td>
<td>Cure Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>National Network for Safe Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>National Institute for Criminal Justice Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Chief</td>
<td>Oakland Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief of Violence Prevention</td>
<td>City of Oakland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Secretary of Citizen Participation and Crime Prevention</td>
<td>Mexico City’s Bureau of Citizen Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor of Organizational Behavior</td>
<td>Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Director</td>
<td>California Partnership for Safe Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>Southern California Crossroads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix II: Excerpt

The authors of the report have included the executive summary and a list of interviewees of Lessons Learned: Anti-Gang Initiatives in the United States for contextualization purposes.

Executive Summary

American University’s Countering Gang Violence Task Force identified and investigated successful examples and best practices of local efforts to deal with gang violence across the United States at the request of the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement (INL). This project is part of American University’s Diplomacy Lab program that the U.S. Department of State organizes with U.S. universities and colleges.

In identifying successful initiatives, the Task Force used a variety of indicators of success including internal and external measurements. Internal measurements included data collection such as the reduction in gang-related crimes (i.e. homicide rate, violent arrests, home invasions, assault, and petty crime) and school-related success data (i.e. graduation rate and grade improvements). External measurements included outside evaluations and recognition by respected institutions and associations, university centers, and academics. Apart from quantitative measurements, many community-based organizations rely on qualitative data such as surveys, participant interviews, focus groups, and allocation of funding.

Based on the range of data, research and interviews conducted, the Task Force identified the following as best practices for gang violence reduction and prevention throughout the U.S.:

1. Community Collaboration;
2. Building Trust;
3. Focused Deterrence;
4. Extracurricular Programming;

Based on its research, the Task Force identified best practices and effective programming strategies for gang reduction efforts in the United States that have the potential for implementation in Central America.
## Lists of Interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>National Institute for Criminal Justice Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Coordinator</td>
<td>Drug Enforcement Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director and Senior Fellow</td>
<td>Council on Criminal Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Agent</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation North Shore Gang Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Director</td>
<td>Gang Resistance Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Officer</td>
<td>UTEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Chief</td>
<td>Lawrence Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Officer</td>
<td>Elgin Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Research Associate</td>
<td>Institute for Intergovernmental Research, National Gang Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President for Partnerships and Strategy</td>
<td>Cure Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge</td>
<td>Circuit Court of Cook County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge (ret.)</td>
<td>Circuit Court of Cook County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Chief</td>
<td>Cook County Sheriff’s Office Gang Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Director</td>
<td>University of Chicago Crime Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergeant</td>
<td>Metropolitan Police Department of Nashville &amp; Davis County Gang Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>MetroPeace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>National Network for Safe Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Northern Virginia Regional Gang Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Citizen Security Practice Area</td>
<td>Creative Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>High Point Community Against Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang Prevention &amp; Intervention Coordinator</td>
<td>Alexandria Gang Prevention Community Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>Taller Salud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Director</td>
<td>Choose Gang Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang Prevention Specialist</td>
<td>Salt Lake City Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Chief</td>
<td>Oakland Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Violence Interrupter</td>
<td>YouthALIVE!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chief of Violence Prevention | City of Oakland
---|---
Regional Program Coordinator | Gang Reduction and Youth Development Program
Police Officer | Gang and Narcotics Division, Los Angeles Police Department
Director | Teens on Target
Community Outreach Coordinator | Community & Youth Outreach
Sergeant | Gun Violence Reduction Team
Youth Participants (1, 2, 3) | Teens on Target
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